
When we began conceiving of what would eventually become Sigma Tactical Wellness in 2017, our
ambitions were driven by a desire to improve on risk-detection technologies currently in use within

occupations of public safety. I’d like to say that the founders of Sigma were solely responsible for molding
and shaping the attitudes and complexions of the company, but as I reflect on where we started vs where we
are now, I know that not to be true. While Sigma’s founders were instrumental in outsourcing the resources

necessary for Sigma to function, the patients that Sigma serves, our police officers, fire-fighters, EMS
workers, and Dispatchers are responsible for how sigma functions. It’s this fact that sets Sigma apart from

any of its competitors and will continue to distinguish Sigma as the leader in cardiac disease
detection/prevention for first-responders for years to come.

I am so proud of the advancements we have made since our inception, and I am motivated each day by
Sigma’s continual progress. There have been so many changes that have enhanced each patient’s experience

in ways too profound to articulate. However, the one facet of our approach that will never change, is the
desire to invest ourselves in you, our patient.

Through the last series of years, we have listened to you and enthusiastically bridged the gap between your
long-term health and standards of cardiac risk detection specific to the challenges of your occupation. But

what you have shown us that the development of relationships between us and you, built out of trust,
confidence, and security is just as important as any cutting-edge diagnostic we may employ.

Very often, we hear positive affirmations and gratitude for the impact Sigma has had on your lives. It’s
Sigma that owes you a debt of gratitude for giving us a chance to serve you. Thank you for helping mold

this organization into what it has become. You have made Sigma a household name in cardiac disease
detection and you have done it by constantly reminding us of the need for a connection to our patients by

both care and compassion. It has been an honor serving you. 

For those of you reading this that have not yet joined our family, I want to let you know that the
groundwork has been laid by those that have visited us before you. What you will experience is a collective

of individuals, veterans, former members of public safety, clinicians, and caregivers that understand the
challenges you face in your occupation. These individuals will stop at nothing to make sure you experience

the pinnacle of service and satisfaction. We look forward to serving you. Welcome to Sigma.

-Benjamin Stone, PhD.


